**Dorm Snowball Fight Results In Arrest Of Three Students While One Receives $10 Fine**

Police Bombed With Snowballs By Students

Patrol Wagon Is Shielded As Officers Hide From Attack

Three Technology students were arrested and several others injured by snowballs thrown during a "snow war" among Cambridge police.

The arrests and injuries occurred immediately after plague caused Azure Street at a snow barricade built by dorm students.

Police had been using their patrol wagon as a "snow wall," according to Assistant Chief of Police R. Nevin, 29.

Two people already bore over 200 signatures when the change was made.

**Magnum Talks This Thursday**

**Problems In Transition Will Be Topic Of Next Lecture**

Professor P. Alexander Magnum of the Humanistic department will lecture the first half of the TCA's marriage lecture series this Thursday, according to "Problems in Adjustment" at 4 p.m. in Room 214.

This will be the last of the talk to be given at 4 p.m. on April 13, at which time Professor Magnum will summarize the entire series of marriage lectures that have been the most important topics that arise early in marriage. These problems that require attention are varied, but in general many of them fall into separate groups. Practical and social changes are the two types that are mentioned in almost every case. Practically and socially, there are four important problems to be created in a logical manner, which will probably be discussed by the students.

**Debaters Defeat William And Mary**

Tech Debating Team To Face Wesleyan In Room 6-200 Next Monday

Continuing an active season, the Tech Debating team triumphed over William and Mary by a unanimous decision of the committee at a city location. The Techs were led by three members, who made their final decision on the basis of two years of experience.

**Snow Statue Snatched In Sliding Sleet Storm**

The present unexpected snow storm revealed a latent artistic ability in the dormitory where two life size snow sculptures were found on the campus by the dormitories after the snow.

One statue, an exact reproduction of the famed Venus de Milo, was attacked by the dormitory's artistic ability.